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Q1. Read thr following case study an; answer the questions given below.
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Strategic Challenges
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Objectives for repositioningl
1. Restore l'uith io f'eb.ete's odor eliminating capabilities in a way consumers

will remember.
2. Generate buzz for tbe Febreze brand and its advertising
3- Restore the distinctiveness ofthe Febrezc brand.

Insights
People's reactions to bad smells are stronger than their reactions to nice ones'

Focus groups re-affirmed that P&G's audience wanted to create a'welcoming home'

by kedini it clean, tidy and fresh, and that they were concemed about bad smells

A"rt oying tlt;s atmosphere. 'fhe thread of mal-odors did not only made them

un"o.foiubl", b,tt ttiggered passionatc descriptions of rmpleasant smclls, reflecting

theirdisguised ofrurcleallinesi. P&G rcalized that focusing onthe problcm rather than

the solution could help Febreze stand out among the other brands

What we smcll can be more important than what wc see.

In-homc intenr'icws helped P&G understand Febleze's role in creating a 'welcoming

homc' in greater depth, uncovering the most inl'luential insight: When judging if a

home is 'welcoming;, a messy looking home can still be clean' but a smelly home cal

neverbe clean. This was best encapsulated by one respondent's comment on the issue:

"When you lvalk into an unappealing room, you can close your eyes, but you can't

turn offyour nose."

Smelliug is believing
Observaiions ofshopperc in slorcs revealed that coDsumers were spraying the product

in the aisle, after picking it off the shell This indicated that fiNt-hand experience of

the product is vilily importaot in influencing the colsurner's choice ofa brand

The Big Idea
hvolvJreal people in visceral experiences to provc Febreze makes even the filthiest

places smell nice, no matter what they look like.

Questions:

i. "Consumers form new attitude ard also

explain the sowces of attitude fomation.
clrange existing attitude". Briefly

(Marks 04)

insights listed in th€ caso.

(Marks 06)

Explain your answer.

(Marks 06)

objectiles have been

(Marks 06)

(Marks 06)

(Total 28 Marl$)

ii. Apply the principlcs ofperception to the three

iii. Are the three objectives aimed al reposilioning Febreze?

iv. llow would P&G determine whether the campaign

achieved?

v- I',valuate how consumers' a(itudes can be altered?



ii)

r9

"Cultual Beliefs Reflect Consumers' needs" Refl€ct on this statement'

(Marks 04)

Briefly explain how to control the Negative Word of Mouth with examples'

O{arks 04)

iii) Explain the term 'Perceptual Mapping' and briefly state the importance of

P€rceptual Mapping 'to Marketers'

iD

(Marks 05)

How does the family influence the consurner socialization ofchildren? Explain with

a.n example.

(Marks 05)

(Total 18 Marks)

"Consumer behaviour is interdisciplinary" Discuss this statement with your ovn

experiences.

(Marks 04)

'Marketers of different brands in the same category differentiate their labels

eflectiveiy by stessing the benefits that their brands provide' Explain the concept

ofpositioning and analyse the steps in positioning

(Marks 04)

'Needs and goals are interdependent'. Explain this statement with an example'

(Marks 04)

There is another framework for organizing human needs is known as the trio of

needs. Explain how marketing manager can adopt this in his'fter promotiolal effo('

(Marks 06)

(Total 18 Marks)

Discuss on consumer ethnocentrism with your own experience Whether th;c

concept is entedained in developing countries Give suppotive answeN to this'

(Marks 04)

Recall two advertisements that depict two different defense mechanisms and discuss

theh effectiveness.

iii) Discuss th" diff"r"n"", betweeo the absolute threshold *U 
'n" 
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threshold. Which one is more important to marketers? Hxplaio your answer'
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Q4. i)
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I Q5.D You are the Ma*eting Vice President of a large soft drink company. your

company's advgrtising aggncy is in the process ofnegotiating & contract to empioy

a superstax female singer to promote the products. Discuss the reference group

factors that you would consider before the celebrity is hired.

(Marks 06)

Marketers mea.sule their communications' persuasion effects. Explain the ways

how persuasion effects can be measured?

(Marlis 06)

iii) How can the ginciples of (a) classical conditioning and (b) instrumenhl

conditioning be applied to the development ofma*eting strategies?

(Marks 06)

(Total 18 Marks)
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